Terroritis
I invented this neologism in April 2005 for a new concept, a hysterical overreaction to the
danger of terrorism. The occasion which brought the acknowledgement that a new
common disease to the human brain had appeared and needed a name was a rather
harmless episode: two Italian F-16 jets had intercepted a suspicious lear-jet and forced it
to land in Rome (where it was anyhow going to land). It was going to pick up the Serbian
delegation from the pope’s burial ceremony and was, graciously, permitted to return home
as planned. So, you can conclude, not much really happened.
No, to those of us who are not directly involved, we can smile when the symptoms
of Terroritis only result in the uncritical use of public money for ridiculous action. The smile
passes away rather fast when you are suspected of terrorist activities, no matter how
ridiculous the circumstances are. But these are still comparative benign manifestations of
the disease. I shall consider them as ‘Terroritis Grade 1.’
‘Terroritis Grade 2’ is then defined as the public hysteria when this results in
corporal damage to individuals, e.g. prison or shooting incidents. In this stage, also
repeated terror alarm for political gain must be considered. This also marks the moral
change leading to public acceptance of the torture scandal and other human rights
violation.
When lawmaker adopts the disorder as something to be dealt with (possibly
provoked by the authorities themselves), we see ‘Terroritis Grade 3’ emerging. I put this
highest because this aids in changing public mentality towards new excesses – and then,
we should not forget the deep involvement of official sources in the terror-acts, as can be
proven in USA (9/11), Spain (3/11) and Britain (7/7) and suspected in many other
countries. When I say proven it should not be forgotten that those who committed the
crimes are also the one taken care of concealing its tracks. The old distribution of roles for
robbers and police has, at least partly, been turned around.
But this principal talk about the disorder shall now be illustrated with case-reports (in
press notes) from the first year since I introduced the new name for a not quite as new
phenomenon.

‘Terroritis Grade 1’
In August, BAZ referred a terror alarm in the central post-office in Paris: a red powder was
discovered in a not quite closed envelop from Sri Lanka. It turned out to be dried elephant
shit, a powder used for religious rites there [no link].
The ‘no-fly lists’ shall defend honest people against enemies of the state, both in the
United States and on the way by air plane. The list is long – some expect more than
100,000 names – and there is no way to find out other than being expulsed at the airport.
Except for bearded adults (like your current author), also leading politicians like Senator
Edward Kennedy have received a rough treatment. Most ridiculously, babies and infants
have been stopped from boarding planes at airports throughout the U.S. because their
names are the same as or similar to those on the government's ‘no-fly list.’ As
representative for this symptom, the following quotation can serve: “Sarah Zapolsky's 1year-old son had better get used to being looked at as a possible terrorist every time his
family gets on a plane … there's no way the toddler's name will be taken off the federal
no-fly list” [1]. And a high position may not even help: “TSA’s discovery of aircraft
diagrams got them salivating. "Why have you got all this?" one asked. "I'm the chairman
of Qantas," replied Margaret. "But you're a woman," replied the TSA goon” After a one
hour interrogation of the male chauvinists pigs, the chairWOman was allowed to use her
airline, which was patiently grounded in the meantime [2].
Hysterical bomb alarms are more frequently encountered now. Even seven km from
my home, the railway station in Basel was blocked for 3 hours on March 17. “Dozens of
passengers had to be evacuated into the rainy night at Philadelphia Int. Airport by a bomb
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scare … about 2 h later after the baggage in question turned out to contain garlic paste”
[3]. But even on board the plane, problems may arise:
“An airline passenger with the words ‘suicide bomber’ written in his journal was
arrested when his plane arrived in San Jose, California, but the words appeared to refer to
music and he was later released” [4]. You should better not criticize the service on board:
“a jury in El Paso, Texas, ordered Southwest Airlines to pay damages to Samantha
Carrington for false imprisonment and malicious prosecution after she was bundled off a
flight and arrested because flight attendants found her appearance suspicious” [5].
How much safer we are now, that Independent could report “nearly 36,000 people
were stopped and searched under the emergency powers last year” [2005] [ 6]. High age
seems to be a favourite disguise for terrorists: “Two grandmothers from Yorkshire face up
to a year in prison after becoming the first people to be arrested under the Government's
latest anti-terror legislation ... protesters who breach any one of 10 military bases across
Britain will be treated as potential terrorists and face up to a year in jail or £5,000 fine”
[7]. Or that one: “80-year-old John Catt … was stopped by police in Brighton for wearing
an ‘offensive’ T-shirt, which suggested that Bush and Blair be tried for war crimes. He was
arrested under the Terrorism Act and handcuffed, with his arms held behind his back. The
official record of the arrest says the purpose of searching him was "terrorism" and the
grounds for intervention were ‘carrying placard and T-shirt with anti-Blair info’ ” [8].
Beware the beginning! The War against Terror must (as shown in the no-fly lists)
start at early age: “in the new security regulations that went into effect in May 1, 2005,
access to the [NASA] Visitor Center is restricted to US citizens. All others might be
terrorists ... Because two kids in the kindergarten class are not U.S. citizens, the teacher
had to cancel the trip” [9].
A real actor must know when to stop. In February 2006, “four actors who play alQaeda suspects in a British movie were detained by police at Luton airport as they
returned from the Berlin Film Festival and questioned under anti-terror laws, along with
two of the former terrorism suspects they play on screen [ 10], to which BBC could add
“One of the actors, Rizwan Ahmed, said a police officer asked him if he intended to make
any more "political" films” [11]. The jurors in Berlin were also impressed: the movie won a
Silver Bear award. After all, the men were released quickly and not arrested.
Now, terrorists should sometimes act more cautiously in their acquisition of bombs:
“A Briton with alleged links to al-Qaida was involved in a plot to buy a nuclear bomb, Old
Bailey hears” [12], so better be cautious with your selections, the next time you enter a
super market. Also in Australia, the wakeful authorities could prevent an explosion: “A
woman charged by police with plotting a bomb attack was allegedly directed by her
boyfriend - a jail inmate” [13]. How did the evil person attempt that? She “had obtained
information on how to construct an explosive device and contacted a number of people ...
The charge comes as police implement the toughened anti-terrorism laws” [ 14]; in which
connection I should stress, that this paper contains no description of, how to construct a
bomb. But I loved to blow up paper bags from the baker shop as a child...
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The USA Patriot Act gives the “FBI the authority to collect intimate details about
anyone, even those not suspected of any wrongdoing. FBI issues more than 30,000
national security letters a year. When one is delivered to a bank, library, employer or
other entity, the same federal law that authorizes such letters also prohibits your bank,
employer or anyone else from telling you that they received such a letter and were forced
to turn over all information on you” [15]. Compared to that, European considerations may
be harmless but the trend is clear. Telepolis informed of the German novel reality: “Your
bank account is suddenly blocked, the insurance cancelled, you liberty of movement is
constrained, everything with reference to that you have been placed on a list of terror
suspects. However, for security reasons, further information cannot be given” [16].
Also from Telepolis is the following description of suspicious behaviour: “One of these
is, suddenly to want to pay all your debts. Decent people are not doing such things ... if a
payment suddenly surpasses the usual payments by a certain percentage, the bank must
inform the Homeland Security – and until these have decided, if the costumer really is a
terrorist or merely has robbed another bank, inherited a fortune or won in a contest, the
payment is frozen and cannot be transferred to the account of the costumer, no matter
how much interest that would cost” [17].
Fortunately, Big Brother is watching us all and so preventing further terrorism: “With
the night vision of the helicopter's camera, and permission to make videotapes, an officer
also recorded nearly four minutes of the couple on the terrace of a Second Avenue
penthouse” [18]. Creating variations to a monotonous job?

‘Terroritis Grade 2’
Occasionally, the grade 1 emerges to grade 2, with grave consequences to (practically
always innocent) victim. Four fatalities were encountered (not counting torture victims)
where the model ‘first we kill you, then we give you a fair trial’ was practised. Most
spectacular was the murder of de Menezes in London on July 22 nd 2005, in the wake of
the terroritis prevailing there. This was extensively described in another of my studies
[Who were Responsible for 7/7?], to which can be added that the killers were acquitted in
this month, although they had tried to conceal the circumstances of their failure.
A man was shot after quarrelling with his wife after their plane landed in Florida and
recently [19] and a young man was shot in Belfast after his car had been stopped by the
police and he had stepped out [20]. Nervous police-behaviour was definitely involved in this
case: “Dr Culosi had no history of violence and displayed no threatening behaviour. But he
had been under investigation for illegal gambling ... As officers approached with their
weapons drawn,.. a handgun was accidentally discharged, fatally wounding Dr Culosi” [21].
The possession of a mystical plan was determinant in this case: “The map was of
huge interest to U.S. border guards, who grilled Canadian truck driver Ahmad El Maati for
hours about it. So, too, did interrogators in Syria and Egypt, where Mr. El Maati says he
was tortured and repeatedly asked about the map's provenance. The Globe and Mail has
learned that the map was in fact produced and distributed by the Canadian federal
government. It is simply a site map, given out to help visitors to Tunney's Pasture, a
sprawling complex of government buildings in Ottawa, find their way around” [22].
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Now, that was illegal. In Australia, a man was sentenced to “5 years' jail for receiving
money [$US3500] from .. al-Qaeda.” The prosecution wanted more but he “was found not
guilty by a jury of agreeing to act as a sleeper agent in Australia” [23]. The circumstances
were possibly crucial for this hard sentence. Prime Minister John Howard had wanted to
introduce strong terror laws but had run into local resistance. Incidentally, he was then
helped by a terror-threat from Al-Qaida [24]. Which fits into the usual scheme, that a
‘terror-threat’ may help those who claim to fight the war against terror.
As mentioned elsewhere [25,26], the two arch-villains generally cited for terror-plans,
Osama bin Laden and Abu Musab Al Zarqawi, have been dead for many years. Bin Laden
died on December 16, 2001 in Tora Bora, Afghanistan, while Al Zarqawi died in the
strongholds of Ansar al-Islam in Northern Iraq in the beginning of April 2003. They have
thus not protested against the misdeeds that have been glued to their names. Osama has
been played by various actors, not quite resembling him but apparently close enough for
the stupid audience [27]. Ironically, Rivero commented one of the many announcements of
scheduled terror attacks that it is “Funny how the US and UK always know what Al Qaeda
is planning.” Instead, Zarqawi is given credit for various terrorist activities once they have
happened. To me, the mere quotation of these two names is suggestive of the ‘Western
Branch of Al-Qaida,’ probably based in Pentagon. In this connection it is fair to point on a
scholarly work: ‘The Effects of Government-Issued Terror Warnings on Presidential
Approval Ratings’ which demonstrated a consistent positive relation of the two [28].
However, the dosage may occasionally be too small: In Italy, the announced prevention of
terror attacks in Milan and Bologna, four days before the general election [29] did not quite
suffice to save Berlusconi’s miraculous re-election. Perhaps just a small explosion would
have done it?
Let us have a look in how it is done further west. Suddenly, in February, Bush could
reveal details of a foiled al-Qaida plot to use Asian recruits and shoe bombs to hijack an
airliner and fly it into the tallest building on America's west coast, the Library Tower in Los
Angeles [30]. Our anti-terror hero reported that the attempt was thwarted in 2002 only
with the help of NSA surveillance of communications (the reason for reporting it now was
thus quite obviously Bush’s ‘Snoopgate’). Within minutes of the President's speech, news
networks were showing images from the movie Independence Day, where the Library
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Tower is destroyed as part of the alien invasion. The mayor of Los Angeles, Antonio
Villaraigosa, immediately went public with comments of his absolute bewilderment
concerning the alleged plot about which he was now hearing for the first time [ 31]. The
large amount of terror warnings shall not be dealt with further. We are waiting for the real
stuff: a new 9/11 ...
The alleged plan to bomb the Sears Towers in Chicago, thereafter bought by WTCdoomsman Silverstein, by 7 men in Florida, hardly deserves mention as this fraud was
‘commissioned’ by FBI, who paid $56,000 to 2 confidential informants [32]. Similarly, a
Canadian ‘terror-plot’ was arranged by the authorities. Larger dimensions had the alleged
plan to bomb 10-12 British planes in August 2006 [ 33]. British Airways grounded 400
planes on the 10th, losing ~60 million € for that one day. Reading further into the story
revealed that the ghost-hunters had been after their game around one year and all of a
sudden decided that in a few days, the terrorists would hit. The three countries currently
cast into serious international criticism because of participation in the war against
Lebanon, USA, UK and Israel, reacted with extreme control measures. These focused on a
concept of using liquid explosives as in the failed ‘Oplan Bojinka’ plot from 1995. According
to that, various explosives should be mixed in the air from various liquids, only then
making them dangerous [34]. Strangely enough, this did not prevent the security check
staff from pouring all liquids into airport bins, thus mixing it what the terrorists were
supposed to do [35].

‘Terroritis Grade 3’
The moral decay in response to terroritis has already been given attention in another
study [36]. The acceptance of torture as a legal means deserves some recent supplements:
In a statement to the Law Lords, the head of MI5, Dame Eliza Manningham-Buller argues
that torture works. It foiled the famous ricin plot. She omits to mention that no more ricin
was found than is the naturally occurring base level in your house or mine - or indeed that
no poison of any kind was found [37]. The British defence secretary, Jack Straw, criticized
the critics: reporting on US/UK torture scandal helps the terrorists [38].
This mental deterioration for politicians and their electing population has led to
increasingly strong ‘anti-terror laws’ in Europe, first among them in Britain, Holland,
Denmark and France. Russia, adopting the official fairy-tale of 9/11, has permitted to
shoot down abducted passenger planes [39]. Even Japan has announced stronger
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precautions for permitting foreigners to enter the country. Australia, whose leader is one
of Bush’s closest allies, has taken similar measures with more draconic sentences and
longer detention without such by the simple claim that the now-convict is a terror suspect.
Britain’s controversial Terrorism Act came into force on April 13, 2006, outlawing the
glorification of terrorism and paving the way for the detention of terror suspects for 28
days without charge. “It is now a criminal offence to "glorify" terrorism in the hope of
encouraging others to carry out such atrocities. But critics of the new law say it is so
widely drawn it could curtail free speech and put legitimate political protesters in danger of
being prosecuted” [40]. A high court judge branded the government's system of control
orders against terrorism suspects “an affront to justice” and ruled that they breached
human rights laws ... He had to say “loud and clear” that the laws were unfair otherwise
“the court would be failing in its duty.” But he also said the laws passed had been drafted
in a way that prevented the courts overturning control orders [41].
Britain is also to become the first country in the world where the movements of all
vehicles on the roads are recorded. A new national surveillance system will hold the
records for at least two years. Big brother has never been watching so intensively. A police
officer comforted that this was no big change from what was already happening: “Every
time you make a car journey already, you'll be on CCTV somewhere. The difference is
that, in future, the car's index plates will be read as well” [42].
An excellent survey of the consequences of terroritis (by Ole Bang Nielsen, in Danish)
cites Statewatch’s Tony Bunyan: “What may currently destroy our »our way of life« is the
reaction from the governments and the European Union against terrorism,” not terrorism
in itself [43]. He also questions the value of surveillance cameras – would these really
impress a terrorist in action?
Summing up the newly baptised phenomenon, terroritis is created by the same
powers that are behind the largest part of the terror activity. It is a self-inflating process.
The purpose in creating terror-fear is to stimulate the creation of stronger (dictatorial)
laws and general human right’s violation by the authorities. Terroritis is thus a further
indication that those who cause terrorism and those who claim to fight a war
against terror are one and the same people.
In the night of June 2, 2006, the British terroritis changed from a neurotic to a
psychotic symptom [44]. Following an unreliable source (as the police later admitted), an
enormous crowd of at least 250 policemen, assisted by a helicopter, entered a private
home and shot a young man in the shoulder, who was woken up by the noise and in
Pyjamas was coming down the stairs curiously looking for the cause. It was even
suggested that his brother had released the shot (another ‘bulky jacket’) [45]. The victim
was arrested (for being shot at?) and no discriminating evidence found – to which Rivero
suggested, “We can confirm that the suspect had dirty socks on the floor of his bedroom.”
The alleged terrorists are, of course, Moslems – enough evidence? Let me cite Rivero
again: “Terror is such a vile crime that even innocence is no defence.”
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Updated August 13, 2006
"Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary
Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor Safety" (attrib. Benjamin Franklin, 1706-90)

Terroritis in Germany, August 2006
On August 19, the Germans proudly announced to have arrested a Lebanese student in
Kiel, who should have planted one of two amateur bombs in a train in Köln. His
fingerprints and DNA-traces were found with the bomb [46], but also for that, you can be
framed. The story was presented with the usual ‘booga-booga’ by the Interior Minister
Wolfgang Schäuble. His triumphant speech was, however, awakened by the statement,
that “a foreign secret service had delivered the crucial clue, necessary for the arrest” [ 47].
Let us assume that Mr. Schäuble believes himself what he told us; the interesting question
is: Which foreign secret service has knowledge of what happens in Germany beyond what
is known to the Germans themselves? Probably the same which is going to profit from the
assault itself – and therefore, the one which is responsible for the attack. The Germans
themselves may be totally ignorant, or some of them may have obtained that nobody
were going to get hurt (the consequence of a close collaboration with the thus far
anonymous secret service), therefore ineffective bombs were found. The naive elephant
track, a telephone-number to Lebanon [48], is crucial, added by the timing of the assault.
The bombs, two commercially available propane gas patrons with associated (though
ineffective) ignition construct, were found on the main stations of Dortmund and Koblenz
on July 31, during Israel’s war-crimes against Lebanon [ 49]. Unlike modern explosives,
propane – when ignited – burns. It is, of course, quite possible that a Lebanese student
would protest against Chancellor Merkel’s irrational support of Israel’s war. It is, however,
also possible, that Israel again wanted to discredit Moslems in the eyes of the German
population – and in the light of the ‘crucial evidence, delivered by our friends,’ that
explanation seems much more probable.
The cooperation between the German secret service ‘Bundesnachrichtendienst’ (BND
~ CIA) and the German federal police (BKA ~ FBI) with Mossad goes back to the 1950ies.
In 2006, it should have raised the eyebrows that the Germans admitted to having supplied
Mossad with false passports [50] – for obtaining true passports, the Israeli have been
involved with criminal actions against Australia, Canada and New Zealand (only summing
up the cases I have knowledge about). In 2004, two Israeli agents were sentenced to 6
month in prison in New Zealand (they were expelled after 3 months) for trying to obtain a
passport by assuming the identity of a bedridden New Zealand'er. This resulted in serious
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diplomatic reactions from New Zealand towards Israel [51,52]. In the beginning of Dec.
2004, Israel's VISA CAL company has made one of them, Eli Cara, its deputy general
manager, 2 months afterwards. Read about the Mossad link to the Hariri murder in
another of my documentaries [53]. In Jan. 2005, Israel announced “a more aggressive
approach to the war on terror that will include staging targeted killings in the US and other
friendly countries” [54]. And a Lebanese terrorist, Abu Nidal, has been suspected of being
an Israeli double-agent [55]. With such kind of friends, you really don’t need enemies.
While searching for the initial reporting of this helpless bombing attack – I had
originally ignored this stupid tale while there were more stupid terroritis tales occurring
abroad, – I found a note from FAZ on July 8 [56], another track leading to Kiel, this time
concerning Al Qaida (West) and Iraq. Maybe there is a connection to an overzealously
acting agent in that city. Unimportant? Not when you ought to hunt criminal behaviour
within the authorities.
Updated August 21, 2006
On August 24, the second Lebanese student, Jihad H, who had fled to Lebanon,
reported to the police. He admitted to having placed the package in the train, rejected,
however, knowledge that it contained a bomb [57]. What the first student arrested told,
has not been reported. Later, a Syrian student was temporarily arrested in Konstanz
(Constance) for having shown interest in construction of bombs in the Internet. How that
had been recognized is interesting and secret – is Big Brother already watching in
Germany?
The previously mentioned terroritis-inducer, Wolfgang Schäuble, wants permission
to shoot down passenger-planes, in accordance with the official fairy-tale of 9/11, still
widely believed. In order to do it, Germany needs a revision of its constitution [58]. We can
then hope for the deployment of healthy pilots, as the one who unofficially stated: “We
shall shoot when ordered; but I cannot promise to hit!”
The issue of terroritis becomes overwhelming. New scares are ‘uncovered’ in the
‘Alliance for War Against Terror’ to which most nations now belong. In addition, false-flag
assaults prevail. Hysterical regulations delimit the citizens rights as last experienced in the
McCarthy hysteria in USA in the early 1950ies. It will be a tremendous repair, once the
populations have finally gotten enough – and we haven’t even started yet.
December 7, 2006
The impact of terroritis is not limited to the continued derangement of civil rights
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(strangely promoted by the government ministers who should have defended them in the
first line) and driving the population in the wrong direction of supporting their countries
participation in illegal warfare, it also has the effect of increasing criminality by reducing
the police efforts against its traditional tasks [59]. In the USA, the rate of, e.g., murder has
been increasing since 2001. Worse, this has in particular led to a decrease of FBI’s action
against economic crimes – but that may also reflect the present government’s deep roots
in such unlawful actions.
April 14, 2007
An event in the UK end of June 2007 offers us the possibility to test the level of scepticism
– or paranoia – in comparing the official news to alternative sources (or just my
comments). Note how the story is blossoming after the first two days:
Date Source

Official information

Alternative interpretation

6/29

In the night, the police found a car
bomb at Haymarket, near Piccadelly
Circus. They secured a potentially
functional bomb and removed gasbottles from the car.
Today, a process against suspected
terrorists from 7/7 should end

An amateurous, not very
dangerous car bomb was
found in the night

BAZ

BBC

The second car had been parked
underground near Trafalgar Square
where parking is not allowed
Covert intelligence will be used for the
first time to seize the assets of terrorist
groups under new measures being
outlined by Gordon Brown

The officials had a motive
for creating excitement before the accused were freed
These cars were supposed
to be found before they
exploded
What an amazing cocoincidence (= motive):
one day into office, the
new gov. rings the bell.

Guardian
[60]

"The car was parked .. With all 4 doors
open and the headlights on"

... but otherwise discretely
parked ...

CNN

6/30

A parking attendant ticketed an illegally Also the second car was
parked Mercedes 280E only a few 100
meant to be found on
meters away on Cockspur street .. at
time – why so expensive
2.30 am, and an hour later a parking
cars? Were they stolen?
enforcement team arrived to tow it away.

7/1

MSNBC
[61]

Burning SUV rams Glasgow airport The jeep is completely on fire and it
exploded not long after. It may have
been an explosion of petrol in the tank
because it was not a massive explosion

There was no bomb and 2
drivers are unusual for a
suicide bombing – could it
have been an accident?

BAZ

Great Britain claims highest level of
Terror danger
A 5th individual was arrested in connection with the attempted car bombings in London and Glasgow

= End of neutral reporting

With the help of bystanders, the 2
men were overpowered and arrested.
One threw petrol over himself and setting it alight
Hours before London explosives technicians dismantled a large car bomb ..
a message appeared on one of the most

Really?

Guardian

CBS
[62]

Possibly an MI-6 planted
show in London, fused with
unrelated incident

(WRH:) the "al Hasbah" chat
room is registered with a
domain registration company

59
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used jihadist Internet forums [al Hasbah], in Scottisdale, Arizona, one
saying: "Today I say: Rejoice, by Allah, that hides the identity of
London shall be bombed
the original registrar
7/2

"So incompetent as to be almost
laughable." That's how a former Scotland Yard detective the botched UK
bombings on CNN

Where does the incompetence lie?

Date Source

Official information

Alternative interpretation

7/3

Although the 2 London car bombs were
rudimentary, depending on a lethal
mixture of petrol, gas canisters and
nails, they could still have killed 100s

Really?

The English and Scottish blasts were
co-ordinated

How?

The Glasgow attack appears to have
been a failed suicide bombing
8 people arrested in connection with
failed car bombings in Glasgow and
London all have links with NHS
6 of the 8 arrested terror suspects,
including the driver from Glasgow,
are physicians
Brown expand terror check on skilled
migrants - the new security minister is
to carry out an immediate review of NHS
recruitment in the wake of the attacks
British police finds suicidal letters, related to the main suspects from Glasgow

Double-suicide? No
questions posed
Speaks for them, I should
guess (assuming their
innocence)

7/3

Blog

Independent
[63]

BBC
BAZ

7/4

Guardian

Politiken
(Denmark)

7/5

Independent
[64]

7/7

Independent
[65]

Terroritis in full blossom

At last they ‘found’ them where and why only now?

Dr Ahmed and Dr Abdulla, 27, carried
What, then, is the role of
out the attack at Glasgow Airport and
the other 6 arrested?
are believed to have driven the two Mercedes 'bomb cars' down to central London.
Dr Ahmed is suffering from 90% burns
Generally fatal
[treated at the hospital where he works] So he lives in Glasgow

Security service staff .. checked inforControlling your search hamation held on numerous databases to
bits on Internet has long
find people who had attended radical Is- been possible – Big Brother
lamist schools, associations with militant is watching. What did Dr Abpreachers or visited pro-Jihad websites
dulla say at court?
... both men lived in Iran and Saudi
Arabia before arriving in Britain
{‘can we attack now?’}
7/8
Guardian
terror suspect involved in bomb attacks terror-psychosis stimulates
[66]
on London and Glasgow was a known
phantasy
associate of a senior al-Qaeda figure
caught plotting to blow up passenger
jets 4 years ago
and so on
I do not claim that the alternative interpretation is correct. However, a sound scepticism,
not found in the mainstream media, is justified – the truth may lie in-between. Remember
that you never hear what the indicted persons have said. The authorities, themselves a
suspicious part in the terroritis game, do not deserve any blind trust. The court may, much
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later, free the arrested suspects, but that (and the related reasoning) is not worth telling
us about.
According to ‘der Spiegel,’ Wolfgang Schäuble, German minister of the Interior,
wants to create a juridical basis against ‘terrorists and their sympathizers.’ Among other
measures (e.g. targeted killing), he wants to define a new crime called ‘Conspiracy.’ I
hope he does not mean me ...
After the event in Glasgow (I still do not know if this was an ‘attack’ and I still see no
objective relation to the false flag action in London), the Australians were in a hurry to
arrest an Indian doctor (working in UK). prosecutors claimed that a mobile telephone SIM
card once owned by Dr. Muhammed Haneef had been found in a burning jeep [Glasgow].
But the SIM card was in fact seized in Liverpool ~350 km away 8 hours after the attack.
He was arrested as he tried to board a plane from Sidney to Bangalore where his wife had
given birth to their first child. After almost four weeks of detention, he was finally set free.
However, the Australian authorities refused to reinstate his visa, linked to a working
permit [67]. As Michael Rivero once said, “Terrorism is such a vile crime that even
innocence is no defence.”
July 29, 2007
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